
Resolutions for Commitment for Justice 

The UUA and UUSC have banded together in response to the attacks on truth, the core values of our 

democracy and the fundamental principles of justice, equality and compassion. They have called to us, 

our congregation, friends and colleagues to affirm our core values and willingness to put them into 

action, by signing a Declaration of Conscience.  The Declaration affirms: 

 a belief in the inherent worth and dignity of every person, 

 an unyielding commitment to protect the interdependent web of all existence, and 

 a commitment to translate our values into action. 

Our Minister, the Reverend Sara LaWall, The BUUF Board of Directors and the Social Justice Council ask 

the congregation to vote to sign the Declaration of Conscience by ratifying the following resolution: 

“Resolved, the Boise Unitarian Universalist Fellowship is in agreement with the UUA/UUSC 

Declaration of Conscience and will become signers of the declaration.” 

 

The Interfaith Equality Coalition is an alliance of faith communities working together to bring equality, 

justice, and dignity for all people by cultivating an intentional presence in public discourse and at the 

Idaho State Capitol.  The coalition members have common causes in these areas: 

 Climate Care: protecting and preserving the world 

 Religious Respect: honoring the expression of diverse spiritually 

 Economic Justice:  empowering the disadvantaged to attain equal opportunity for well-being 

 Human Rights and Equality: extending to all people 

Membership by BUUF entails: 

 A commitment to these common purposes 

 Signing the member list 

 A willingness to participate in at least one of the following: events, hearings, advocacy, 

meetings, prayer, and education. 

Our Minister, the Board,  and the Social Justice Council ask you to vote to join the Interfaith Equality 

Coalition by ratify the following resolution: 

“Resolved, the Boise Unitarian Universalist Fellowship supports the vision and goals of the 

Interfaith Equality Coalition and wishes to become a member of the coalition and to work 

together to bring equality, justice and dignity to all people through witness, education and 

advocacy.” 


